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About us- our vision

Israel Accessibility Association works 13 years for promoting 

accessibility all over the country.

Accessibility is not the goal, but the aid to enable the integration of 

people with disabilities in the society with-

Equality, Respect, Right, Safety and in Maximum

independence.



1,600,000 people with a disability 

in Israel

Motion, Sight, Hearing, Mental and 

Cognitive

And more…

Elderly

Parents with baby carriages

Children

Heavyweights 

Target audience



A person with…

Person with red hair Tall PersonPerson with glasses



A person with…

Bald Person
Person with slanted 

eyes Person with a beard



A person with a disability



A visible disability

Blind person

Person who uses crutches

Person with a cognitive 
disability

Person who uses a wheelchair



An invisible disability

Hearing 

impaired?

Vision 

impaired?

Mental 

disability?



What is accessibility?

School

Soccer field

Commercial center

Swimming pool



Examples of accessibility

Accessible ATM

Accessible playground

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=8b8e762581&view=att&th=12b34f9719a7b5be&attid=0.10&disp=inline&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=8b8e762581&view=att&th=12b34f9719a7b5be&attid=0.10&disp=inline&zw


Examples of accessibility

Accessible arrival methods Movement and orientation



Examples of accessibility

Accessible handicapped toiletsAccessible picnic areas



So what is accessibility?

Destination Arrival

or

The ability to get service

or

The ability to use a product

And all of that:

Safely, Respectfully, comfortably, 

and with maximum independence.

With right and not with favor

First station in accessibility: available and 

accessible handicapped parking.



Handicapped parking

The legal and moral 

right,

of a person with a 

disability,

With a handicapped 

parking badge,

For a proper, available 

handicapped parking spot.



Accessible vehicles

Back liftSide liftRobot



The area is smaller than the 
standard.

No way to get on the 
side walk.

Are these parking spots accessible?



Are these parking spots accessible?

The road sign should be positioned in 
the right- front edge.

Narrow 
side walk-
no ability 
to lower a 

lift and 
pass 

through 
with a 

wheelchair. 

Badly positioned access to side walk-
will be blocked by the vehicle. 



Raised handicapped parking with no 
ability to get anywhere from it.

High crowding- another vehicle that will 
park will not enable entrance or exit to 

himself, and the near vehicle.

Are these parking spots accessible?



The red vehicle is blocking the 
lowering of the sidewalk , the 

access to the side walk.

Are these parking spots accessible?

Vehicles without a handicapped badge 
occupy the handicapped parking spots.



Proper handicapped parking spot

Standard parking width.Standard passage.

Road sign for 
each spot 

and a 
standard 

access to the 
side walk.



Different kinds of handicapped 
parking badges

Parking tag for a 
handicapped person in a 

wheelchair

Parking tag for a 
handicapped person

Parking tag for an IDF 
handicapped person

A person parking in a handicapped parking spot, will 

display the tag on the vehicle’s front windshield.



Handicapped parking tag- who can 
get a parking tag?

Today about- 150,000 people are entitled to receive 
parking tags.

And more…

Not only people who use wheelchairs need 
handicapped parking spots, sometimes the 

disability is invisible!



Who parks in handicapped parking spots 
illegally? 

I park in 
handicapped 
parking spots 

only for a 
minute!

There are many 
handicapped 

parking spots, I 
am occupying 

only one!

I do not see 
anyone 

handicapped 
around!

When I 
arrive, the 

handicapped 
parking spot 

is always 
empty!



Unavailability and enforcement

Unavailability of handicapped parking spots is 

caused by the next occurrences:

1.Use of parking spots by tag fakers.

All of the reasons come from:

1. Lack of awareness and realization of the severity of the act.

2. Lack of enforcement.

2. Use of parking spots by drivers without a tag.

3. Use of parking spots by family members of a person with a tag.



Do otherwise

Anyone!

Can volunteer and take part 

in the fight against illegal 

parking in handicapped 

parking spots!

Anyone who really needs a handicapped 

parking spot for their mobility, knows the 

feeling, the frustration and sometimes the 

anger from the sight of a handicapped 

parking spot, occupied by a vehicle 

without a legal parking tag.

This is where you come in to the picture! 



The way to change

Call 100 service center or the city 

service center and report.

Photograph, take details and 

pass on to the next officials:
1. City service center

2. Local authority 

3. Israel police

4. Publish on Facebook

5. Israel accessibility association 

Sign your family on an accessibility charter and explain 

them the severity of parking, in handicapped parking spots.

Design a slogan about this and publicize it in school. 



Scan the code,

Enter our Facebook page, click “like”

And help us create the accessibility revolution

in Israel  

The way to change



What does it mean when there is 
accessibility?

(culture ,spare time ,employment)Community integration 

And when there is none-

We turn around and go back just like we came!
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